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MEPs unwrap social funds reform package

Macro-economic conditionality for the European Social Fund and the imbalance 
between the amount of funds allocated to farmers and those allocated to 
employees within the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund were the two most 
intensely debated points between the Commission and members from the 
Employment and Social Affairs committee.

After the presentation by the Commission on 6 October on the new European Social 
Fund regulation, the Programme for Social Change and Innovation and the new 
European Globalisation Adjustment Fund regulation, the Employment committee chair 
Pervenche Berès (S&D, FR) stressed that Parliament means to play its role as co-
legislator to the full.

European Social Fund (ESF)

"Funds for town and country planning should not be confused with ESF funds to facilitate 
access to the labour market", stressed Employment Committee rapporteur on the 
European Social Fund Elisabeth Morin-Chartier (EPP, FR). She criticized the negative 
aspect of "macro-conditionality", i.e. making the grant of ESF aid conditional upon good 
economic governance. "Macro-econonomic conditionality of the ESF would heavily tax 
those who are already in great difficulty", she said, adding that "the minimum of 25% of 
cohesion funding destined for the ESF (i.e. €84 billion) is a guarantee, but in a time of 
crisis, one could have been more ambitious".

Globalisation adjustment fund

Besides the structural funds, the Commission presented to Employment and Social 
Affairs Committee MEPs a new proposal for a regulation on the European Globalisation 
Adjustment Fund (EGF). This proposal would maintain the fund for the 2014-2020 
period, and extend it to cover farmers affected by new trade agreements, temporary 
employees and independent workers. Of the €3 billion planned for 2014-2020, farmers 
could benefit from up to €2.5 billion

Without disputing that farmers should have access to the fund, EGF rapporteur Marian 
Harkin (ALDE, IE), nonetheless stressed "the imbalance between the amount of funds 
allocated to farmers and those allocated to employees affected by globalisation or the 
economic and financial crisis", adding that the number of people losing their jobs due to 
the economic and financial crisis could well grow further.
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